


Born in China, Taishan, Guangdong Province in 1985, Jin has a

passion for the arts since he was a child. He graduated from

Taishan Wenhai Middle School and honed his painting skills at

Guangzhou Xiangmei Painting Studio. Impressionism and

Realism was what got him hooked into the arts and was what

guided him in his career in the early stages. Jin has now created

and found his own painting style, unique to his own by

expressing himself using lines, simple colours and contrast in

light, expressing the simplicity in art.

SU JIN



I have always yearned for the

natural scenery, away from the

bright lights and bustling of the city.

An inspiration for this series of

works, I’ve made a new attempt to

incorporate brighter colours, to fully

express the charm and capture the

moment from dawn till dusk. 
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Over the Horizon

Year: 2022

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas

Dimension: 80 x 100 cm





Leisure Time

Year: 2022

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas

Dimension: 90 x 120 cm each





Homecoming

Year: 2022

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas

Dimension: 90 x 120 cm





Morning Glory

Year: 2022

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas

Dimension: 90 x 120 cm





By the Lake

Year: 2022

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas

Dimension: 90 x 120 cm





Sunlight

Year: 2022

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas

Dimension: 90 x 120 cm



LIVINGwithART Singapore

We offer the widest selection of Art in Singapore. The sheer volume and

variety on offer make for a fantastic choice for homeowners and interior

decorators. Artists are selected from around the world, with a particular

emphasis on supporting local artists. Walk around the Tan Boon Liat space,

and you will see colorful Murano glasswork alongside local artist’s textural

pieces, large traditional canvases, triptychs, bronze sculptures and much

more. Pieces can be customized in terms of colour, theme, size, style and

medium, giving the customer greater flexibility.

+65 9826 4172 sales@livingwithart.com.sg

315 Outram Road, #02-05 Singapore 169074

https://wa.me/6598264172
https://wa.me/6598264172

